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ABSTRACT

Aim To test if a phytoplankton bloom is panmictic, or whether geographical

and environmental factors cause spatial and temporal genetic structure.

Location Baltic Sea.

Method During four cruises, we isolated clonal strains of the diatom Skele-

tonema marinoi from 9 to 10 stations along a 1132 km transect and analysed

the genetic structure using eight microsatellites. Using F-statistics and Bayesian

clustering analysis we determined if samples were significantly differentiated. A

seascape approach was applied to examine correlations between gene flow and

oceanographic connectivity, and combined partial Mantel test and RDA based

variation partitioning to investigate associations with environmental gradients.

Results The bloom was initiated during the second half of March in the southern

and the northern- parts of the transect, and later propagated offshore. By mid-

April the bloom declined in the south, whereas high phytoplankton biomass was

recorded northward. We found two significantly differentiated populations along

the transect. Genotypes were significantly isolated by distance and by the south–
north salinity gradient, which illustrated that the effects of distance and environ-

ment were confounded. The gene flow among the sampled stations was signifi-

cantly correlated with oceanographic connectivity. The depletion of silica during

the progression of the bloom was related to a temporal population genetic shift.

Main conclusions A phytoplankton bloom may propagate as a continuous

cascade and yet be genetically structured over both spatial and temporal scales.

The Baltic Sea spring bloom displayed strong spatial structure driven by

oceanographic connectivity and geographical distance, which was enhanced by

the pronounced salinity gradient. Temporal transition of conditions important

for growth may induce genetic shifts and different phenotypic strategies, which

serve to maintain the bloom over longer periods.
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INTRODUCTION

Algal blooms occur in aquatic systems whenever grazing is

low and favourable hydrographic conditions support a quick

increase in cell abundance. Often only one or a few

phytoplankton species are involved, which rapidly grow to

cell densities that may be visible as discoloration of the water

(Smayda & Reynolds, 2001). Blooms can be local phenomena

in closed embayments or extend over vast ocean basins, and

may last from a few days to many weeks (Edwards et al.,
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2006; Kremp et al., 2009). Despite the predominant asexual

mode of propagation during a phytoplankton bloom, exten-

sive genotypic diversity has been observed throughout bloom

periods (Tesson et al., 2014).

Although it is well known that phytoplankton popula-

tions may display large genotypic diversity (Rynearson et al.,

2006; Erdner et al., 2011), information on spatial and tem-

poral population genetic dynamics in blooms is still sparse.

A bloom that is spread out in time and space may consist

of one genetic population that propagates over vast areas

or, alternatively, of several successive or spatially differenti-

ated populations each adapted to local hydrographic condi-

tions of the variable hydrographic environment. The

propagation of a bloom in spatial and temporal dimensions

can potentially be explained by a seascape approach, as

marine population connectivity depends on oceanographic

currents combined with characteristics of dispersive life his-

tory stages (Kenchington et al., 2006). Correlations between

empirical genetic data and high-resolution oceanographic

connectivity models have shown good agreement for marine

meroplanktonic (Serra et al., 2010; Sunday et al., 2014) and

holoplanktonic organisms, including phytoplankton (Casabi-

anca et al., 2012). Additionally, the environment may affect

the genetic structure of a phytoplankton bloom. Phyto-

plankton populations have been shown to contain high

phenotypic diversity, for example, in their response to envi-

ronmental parameters or gradients (Alpermann et al., 2009;

Sj€oqvist et al., 2015), indicating that standing genetic varia-

tion exists for selection to act upon. Moreover, phenotypic

adaptation has been documented from multi-generation lab

experiments (Collins & Bell, 2004; Lohbeck et al., 2012).

Environmental selective forces can thus act on strains, and

generate populations adapted to a specific geographical or

temporal niche of the bloom. Recent studies have reported

changes in genetic structure of phytoplankton populations

and discussed these results in context of changing environ-

mental conditions (Rynearson & Armbrust, 2005; Richlen

et al., 2012). However, statistical evidence for a relationship

between environmental conditions and population level spa-

tial and temporal dynamics of blooms of planktonic protists

is lacking.

In most parts of the Baltic Sea, the spring bloom develops

during March and April with vertical stratification, and lasts

until late April to May when nutrients are depleted and sedi-

mentation of cells occurs. The bloom commences when the

depth of the upper mixed layer becomes shallow enough to

coincide with the euphotic zone, and remains stable for a

long enough period to allow entrained seed populations to

proliferate to bloom concentrations (Wasmund et al., 1998).

Vertical stability in spring can result from both thermal and

salinity stratification (Smetacek & Passow, 1990). Different

hypotheses on the spatial and temporal expansion of the

bloom across the Baltic basins have been proposed, including

a progression from south to north due to a northward delay

in warming of surface waters (Jansson, 1978), as well as a

synchronized mosaic-like development due to local salinity

stratification including movement of water masses from shal-

low stratified southern and northern coastal areas to the deep

central off-shore regions (Kahru & N€ommann, 1990; Stipa,

2002). Transport of water masses is implied by both scenar-

ios, and suggests a high degree of connectivity in the Baltic

spring bloom, which could support a panmictic phytoplank-

ton community.

In this study we investigated whether an extensively dis-

tributed basin-wide algal bloom like the Baltic spring bloom

is panmictic, as expected by large scale transport processes

underlying the suggested bloom expansion scenarios, or

whether it is genetically structured in time and space due to

temporal and spatial changes in physical and environmental

factors. To address these questions we analysed the genetic

structure and gene flow of one of the dominant spring dia-

tom species, Skeletonema marinoi Sarno et Zingone, during

four cruises in March and April 2013 together with a variety

of hydrographic and hydrochemical parameters. Additionally,

an oceanographic connectivity model was applied to assess

the relationship between oceanographic transport and gene

flow. The chain-forming marine diatom S. marinoi occurs all

year round in the Baltic Sea region, but reaches its highest

abundance during the spring bloom (Saravanan & Godhe,

2010). It forms resting stages which sediment to the sea

floor, and these propagules may survive for years in the sedi-

ment and thereby re-seed the planktonic population

(McQuoid et al., 2002). Provided a plentiful nutrient supply,

the cells exhibit a growth rate of one division per day (Tay-

lor et al., 2009). The predominant means of propagation is

through vegetative division, but auxospore formation and

sexual reproduction has been documented from Baltic Sea

populations (Godhe et al., 2014).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample collection and environmental parameters

All material and data were collected while on board the

cargo vessel Finnmaid during four cruises in March and

April 2013 (cruise A March 4–7; cruise B March 19–22;
cruise C April 4–7; cruise D April 16–19). Water samples

were collected during a 48 hour time period for each cruise.

The shipping route stretched across a 1132 km transect in

the Baltic Sea (Fig. 1, Table S1 in Appendix S1) from Tra-

vem€unde (Germany, 53.9667° N, 10.8667° E) to Helsinki

(Finland, 60.1708° N, 24.9375° E). As a ‘ship of opportu-

nity’, Finnmaid is equipped with a ferry box, which is an

automated measuring system recording chlorophyll fluores-

cence, salinity, temperature and fluorescence of coloured dis-

solved organic matter (fCDOM) while moving (Rantaj€arvi,

2003). Water from 8 m depth is pumped into the system

every 100–200 m. Additional water samples are taken by an

automatic sampling carousel at 24 fixed stations along the

transect for spectrophotometric chlorophyll a (Chl a) and

inorganic nutrients (NO3-NO2, PO4, SiO2) analyses (Grassh-

off et al., 1983).
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For this study, 9–10 fixed locations per cruise were sam-

pled for S. marinoi isolation (Fig. 1a, Table 1). Water was

collected either automatically from the sampling carousel or

manually from a tap (up to 120 L) depending on the Skele-

tonema abundance. The sample was concentrated by sieving

the water through a 10 lm plankton net. An additional non-

concentrated water sample was collected and fixed with

Lugol’s solution for phytoplankton species identification and

enumeration. Samples were settled in a 25 mL Uterm€ohl

chamber (Uterm€ohl, 1958) and analysed under an inverted

microscope Leica DM IL Bio at magnifications 200–400X.
Correlation between hydrographic variables, geographical

locations and Skeletonema abundance was assessed by Spearman

correlation using spss 21 (IBM Statistics, Armonk, NY, USA).

Culturing, DNA extraction and genotyping

Individual chains of S. marinoi were isolated immediately on

board by micropipetting. After several washing steps the cells

were transferred into separate wells of 24 well NUNC tissue

culture plates containing 1 mL of f/2 medium (Guillard, 1975)

prepared from local seawater. The plates were incubated at

5 °C, 50 lmol photons m�2 s�1. After transfer to the labora-

tory, plates were regularly monitored for cell growth. When

growth was confirmed, the contents were transferred to 50 mL

NUNC flasks. Dense cultures were filtered onto 3 lm pore size

filters (Ø 25 mm, Versapor�-3000; Pall Corporation, Cort-

land, NY, USA) for DNA extraction.

Genomic DNA was extracted following a CTAB-based pro-

tocol (Kooistra et al., 2003). Eight microsatellite loci (Almany

et al., 2009) were amplified by PCR as described in Godhe &

H€arnstr€om (2010). The products were analysed in an ABI

3730 (Applied Biosystems) and allele sizes were assigned rela-

tive to the internal standard (GS600LIZ). Allele sizes for the

individual loci were determined and processed using

GeneMapper (ABI Prism�GeneMappertmSoftware 3.0).

Population differentiation and structure

Genepop 4.0.7 (Raymond & Rousset, 1995) was used to esti-

mate deviations from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE,

10,000 Markov chain dememorizations, 20 batches and 5000

iterations per batch) of each locus, the inbreeding coefficient

FIS, and genotypic linkage disequilibrium between pairs of

loci in each sample (10,000 dememorizations, 100 batches

and 5000 iterations per batch). Levels of statistical signifi-

cance were adjusted according to sequential Bonferroni cor-

rection (Rice, 1989). Identical eight-loci genotypes were

identified in Microsatellite Tools for Excel (Park, 2001). The

microsatellite data set was analysed for null alleles, stuttering,

and large allele drop out by means of 1000 randomizations

using MicroChecker 2.2.3. Null allele frequencies cannot be
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Figure 1 Map of Baltic Sea. (a) Four cruises were conducted on board MS Finnmaid along a south-west–north-east transect during the
period March 4 to April 19, 2013. Eleven fixed sampling locations (1–11) were selected for Skeletonema marinoi isolation and water

sampling. (b) Baltic Sea basins mentioned in the text.
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accurately estimated in non-HWE loci unless the rate of

inbreeding is known (van Oosterhout et al., 2006). Despite

susceptibility of heterozygote deficiency in some microsatel-

lite loci (Godhe & H€arnstr€om, 2010), and no prior knowl-

edge of the proportion of asexually reproducing individuals,

we calculated null allele frequencies according to Brookfield

(1996). Hence, we could exclude that heterozygote deficiency

in any locus was biased at particular sampling sites.

We investigated temporal and spatial genetic differentia-

tion between all pairs of cruises and sample locations, respec-

tively, by calculating pairwise FST using Genetix 4.05

(Belkhir, 2004) with 10,000 permutations. Bonferroni adjust-

ment was used to calculate P-values from all multiple tests

(Rice, 1989). Bayesian analysis, as implemented in Struc-

ture 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000; Falush et al., 2003), was

used to gain further insight into the gene flow between sam-

pling stations pooled from all cruises, at each individual

cruise, and at each separate sampling station over the four

cruises. We assessed the number of potential clusters (K)

among the 11 stations with pooled genotypes from all

cruises, from 9 to 10 stations per individual cruise, and from

3 to 4 time points per sampling station. Each analyses con-

sisted of five different runs at each K ranging from 1 to 15

for all cruises, 1–10 for individual cruises, and 1–4 for the

single stations over time respectively. We calculated the esti-

mated posterior log probability of the data, L(K), and the

Table 1 Estimates of genetic diversity among Skeletonema marinoi samples at 8 microsatellite loci collected along a transect in the Baltic

Sea during spring bloom of 2013. Cruise A March 4–7; Cruise B March 19–22; Cruise C April 4–7, Cruise D April 16–19. For station
locations see Fig 1 and Appendix S1 Table S1. I, total number of isolates; N, total numbers of genotypes; G/N, proportion of unique

genotypes; HE, HO, expected and observed heterozygosity; HD, heterozygote deficiency (*indicates significant HD P < 0.05), FIS
inbreeding coefficient; LDprop proportion of loci which deviate significantly from linkage equilibrium.

Cruise/Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

A

I 26 28 21 26 22 33 32 33 27 38 †
N 20 24 16 21 16 23 28 28 20 18

G/N 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

HE 0.70 0.66 0.65 0.62 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.70 0.64 0.68

HO 0.42 0.29 0.41 0.26 0.31 0.25 0.31 0.24 0.33 0.25

HD * * * * * * * * * *
FIS 0.39 0.55 0.39 0.58 0.52 0.65 0.55 0.66 0.48 0.63

LDprop 0 0.107 0.036 0.036 0.0 0.071 0 0 0.036 0

B

I 27 28 20 17 17 ‡ ‡ 22 24 12 19

N 20 16 11 11 8 16 14 4 16

G/N 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

HE 0.67 0.74 0.66 0.57 0.52 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.66

HO 0.40 0.39 0.34 0.25 0.21 0.37 0.33 0.36 0.33

HD * * * * * * * * *
FIS 0.40 0.48 0.46 0.57 0.59 0.46 0.55 0.55 0.49

LDprop 0 0.071 0 0 0 0 0 § 0.036

C

I 34 36 39 31 29 16 21 28 11 32

N 16 19 23 13 18 6 7 3 3 8

G/N 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

HE 0.68 0.63 0.68 0.60 0.68 0.62 0.61 0.53 0.66 0.68

HO 0.34 0.35 0.30 0.35 0.31 0.29 0.20 0.29 0.71 0.25

HD * * * * * * * * 0.65 *
FIS 0.51 0.46 0.53 0.46 0.52 0.54 0.68 0.52 �0.13 0.65

LDprop 0 0 0 0.036 0 0 0 § § 0

D

I 19 15 20 26 32 ‡ 30 14 14 14

N 18 14 20 21 28 26 13 12 13

G/N 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

HE 0.63 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.68 0.69 0.68

HO 0.34 0.34 0.31 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.19

HD * * * * * * * * *
FIS 0.45 0.44 0.51 0.45 0.53 0.62 0.64 0.62 0.72

LDprop 0 0 0 0 0.107 0.036 0 0 0

†Skeletonema marinoi strains were only isolated from station 11 during Cruise B.

‡Due to severe wind conditions the ship passed west of the island Gotland on the south (cruise B and D) and north (cruise B) bound journey.

§Cannot be estimated due to low sample size.
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stability of assignment patterns across runs. For each run, a

burn-in period of 50,000 generations and 300,000 Markov

chain Monte Carlo replications were applied. We used a

model of admixture with the assumption of independent

allele frequencies. An ad hoc statistic, DK, was calculated on

the basis of the rates of change in the log likelihood of data

between consecutive K values (Evanno et al., 2005).

Isolation by distance and environment

Isolation by distance (IBD) analysis from matrices of

genetic (FST/1�FST) versus Euclidean distances (Loge of

kilometres) was performed in Genepop (Raymond & Rous-

set, 1995). Euclidean distances were measured as linear dis-

tances between pairs of sites. Genetic isolation by salinity

differences was estimated by analyses of matrices of genetic

(FST/1�FST) versus pairwise salinity differences (Log10
ΔPSU). We tested for significant correlations by using Man-

tel test in R using the ‘vegan’ package Oksanen et al.,

2011). Statistical significance was assessed by 999 random

permutations.

Gene flow and oceanographic connectivity

A new approach was used to calculate directional relative

migration. The approach is a directional extension to mea-

sures of genetic differentiation and is based on a pool of

migrants that is defined for each combination of two samples

in pairwise comparison. The pool of migrants is calculated

as the geometric means of the frequencies of the respective

alleles in the two populations. The pool is then compared to

each of the two populations to calculate directional genetic

differentiation. Directional differentiation can subsequently

be used to calculate directional relative migration. The

method is further explained in (Sundqvist et al., 2013). Rela-

tive migration rates were calculated using Josts’D (Jost,

2008) as a measure of genetic differentiation. Calculations

were performed using the function divMigrate from the R-

package ‘diversity’ (Keenan et al., 2013).

We estimated oceanographic connectivity between the

sampling sites with a biophysical model, where velocity fields

from an ocean circulation model were combined with a par-

ticle-tracking routine to simulate drift trajectories at two dif-

ferent depth intervals representing the dispersal of diatoms.

The dispersal of diatoms was simulated using the Lagrangian

trajectory model TRACMASS (D€o€os, 1995). It is a particle-

tracking model that calculates transport of particles using

temporal and spatial interpolation of flow-field data from

the BaltiX circulation model (see Text S1 in Appendix S2)

with a time step of 15 min. Each sample site was represented

by 15 grid cells closest to the locations given in Table S1 in

Appendix S1. Particles were released on the 15th day of

March or April over an 8-year period and allowed to drift in

surface (0–2 m) or sub-surface (10–12 m) water for 20, or

30 days. Connectivity among the sampling sites was esti-

mated by calculating the proportion of particles released

from site i that ended up in site j. In total, the connectivity

estimated among the sites was based on 1.98 million released

particles.

We tested for significant correlations (Pearson’s product-

moment correlation coefficient) between estimated migration

and oceanographic dispersal probability by using a variant of

the Mantel test (Mantel, 1967) but including the full matrix

allowing for asymmetric migration and dispersal. Statistical

significance (P < 0.05) was assessed by 5000 random permu-

tations. The matrix of directional migration consisted of

pooled data from all stations during all four cruises (A–D),
except stations 6 and 11 which were excluded due to low

sample size (< 30 genotyped individuals). The oceanographic

connectivity matrices represented (1) cells dispersed in the

month of March or April; (2) cells dispersed in surface water

(0–2 m) or sub-surface water (10–12 m); (3) cells drifting

for 20 or 30 days. Additionally, we tested for significant cor-

relations between the matrix of estimated migration versus

an average of all dispersal matrices.

Genetic differentiation and environmental factors

We performed environmental association analyses to test for

significant correlations between the genetic variation and the

hydrographic variables estimated for the four cruises, that is,

Chl a, S. marinoi abundance, temperature, salinity, fCDOM,

NO2-NO3, PO4, SiO2. In all the analyses, we omitted stations

with fewer than 10 genotyped strains. The environmental

association analysis was performed using partial Mantel tests

and redundancy analysis (RDA). One partial Mantel test per

cruise was performed between all pairs of environmental

variables and the genetic distance, FST. All hydrographic vari-

ables were log10 (x + 1) transformed before analyses using

the software passage (Rosenberg & Anderson, 2011).

RDA analyses, one for each cruise and one for all cruises

together, was used to disentangle the relative contribution of

independent variables (biological-hydrographic and spatial

components) in driving the genetic structure (dependent

variable) of the Baltic Sea spring bloom. For the processing

of the genetic data, the spatial data into a spatial matrix (S)

and the environmental data into an environmental matrix E,

see Text S2 in Appendix S2. We performed RDA analysis

according to the double stop criterion (Blanchet et al.,

2008), which means that the forward selection is done only

when the global model (containing all variables) is signifi-

cant. For the global RDA, we reported adjusted regression

coefficients of multiple determinations (R2
adj). In addition to

the global RDA, we calculated variance partitioning (Borcard

et al., 1992) to estimate the variance uniquely explained by

the environment (E|S) or by space (S|E). Variance decompo-

sition was performed if either the spatial or the environmen-

tal model were significant (Borcard et al., 2011). In the

partial RDA models, co-variables were included only if sig-

nificant in either the spatial or the environmental model. All

RDA analyses were performed in R (v3.1.2) using the rda

and varpart functions of the ‘vegan’ package (Oksanen et al.,
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2011). In addition, the forward.sel function of the ‘packfor’

package was used (Dray et al., 2006).

RESULTS

Hydrography

The Baltic Sea spring bloom of 2013 developed during the

second half of March in the south-west end of the transect,

off the German coast, and simultaneously in the north-east

end of the transect in the Gulf of Finland (Figs 1b & 2a),

and later propagated offshore. By mid-April the spring

bloom declined in the south-west, whereas high chl a fluo-

rescence, was recorded northwards along the transect

(Fig. 2a). The spatio-temporal abundance of S. marinoi was

significantly correlated (Spearman’s rho = 0.84, P < 0.001)

to the chl a fluorescence (Fig. 2b, Table S2 in Appendix S1),

and constituted up to 33% of the recorded taxa based on

microscopic counts converted to biomass (data not shown).

The sea surface temperature was homogenous along the tran-

sects during the three-first cruises, but in mid-April the tem-

perature had increased in the southern part of the transect

(Fig. 2c). Salinity and fCDOM concentration displayed a dis-

tinct south–north gradient, and small temporal changes

(Fig. 2d,e). Concentrations of inorganic nutrients (NO3-

NO2, PO4, SiO4) were initially high in the coastal areas, and

lower in the Baltic proper. By mid-April, the nutrients were

depleted, or markedly reduced, at all stations (Fig. 2f–h).
Several hydrographic variables co-varied and were signifi-

cantly correlated with latitude (Table S2 in Appendix S1).

Skeletonema population structure

Out of 611 individuals, two identical eight-loci genotypes

were identified at station 6 during the third cruise (April 4–
7, Table 1). At all stations the sampled populations were

genetically diverse and we observed no increase in clonal

structure as the bloom progressed. We observed significant

heterozygote deficiency (P < 0.05), high FIS, and low propor-

tion of loci deviating from linkage equilibrium in all samples

during the four cruises, except from station 9 during cruise

C (Table 1). However, from this station we were only able to

genotype three individuals. All eight microsatellite loci were

polymorphic. Locus S.mar3 was the least variable while

S.mar5 and S.mar6 were the most variable (Table S3 in

Appendix S1). There was no evidence for large allele drop

out or stuttering effects using MicroChecker. Based on the

method Brookfield 1, estimates of null alleles frequency were

low in S.mar2, S.mar3 and S.mar6; moderate in S.mar4 and

S.mar8; and highest in S.mar1, S.mar5 and S.mar7. There

was no significant correlation between samples and potential

null allele frequencies (2-tailed paired samples t-test,

P > 0.05), and all loci were used in subsequent calculations

of genetic differentiation and gene flow.

Spatial genetic differentiation displayed pronounced genetic

structure in the south-west to north-east direction based on

the Bayesian clustering method and pairwise FST. The calcu-

lated DK indicated that two clusters best explained the upper-

most hierarchical level of the genetic structuring among the

11 stations (Fig. 3). The pairwise FST displayed that the

southernmost stations (1–3), and the stations 4–5, respec-

tively, were genetically differentiated from all other stations.

Among stations 6–11, no or low degree of genetic differentia-

tion was observed (Table S4 in Appendix S1). Besides the

spatial structuring, there was temporal genetic differentiation

among all paired cruises, except cruise A and B (Table S5 in

Appendix S1). The genotypes in stations 1–3 were during all

four cruises assigned to one cluster, and strains from stations

5–11 to a separate cluster (Fig. S1 a–d in Appendix S3).

When testing for genetic differentiation at each sampling

location over time (4 cruises), station 1–3 and 5–10 yielded

one or two clusters. In the analyses in which two clusters were

identified, the clusters were mixed across all individuals iso-

lated from any cruise (data not shown). Contrary, the strains

isolated from sampling station 4 formed two distinct clusters.

The first two cruises were assigned to one cluster, and the

two last to a second cluster (Fig. S1e in Appendix S3).

Based on the results from the Bayesian clustering analyses

and the pairwise FST, we rejected the model of panmixia for

the Baltic Sea spring bloom.

Genetic versus geographical and environmental

distance

The Mantel test between matrices of genetic (FST) and geo-

graphical distances (km) was significant (R = 0.79,

P < 0.001) and suggests significant isolation by distance.

However, the genetic distance was also significantly corre-

lated with the south–north salinity gradient (R = 0.57,

P < 0.001, Fig. S2 a-b in Appendix S3), which illustrates that

the effects of distance and environment were confounded

and could not easily be disentangled.

Correlation of oceanographic connectivity and gene

flow

Significant correlations between spatio-temporal migration

patterns of S. marinoi and oceanographic connectivity ranged

between 0.24 and 0.50 (Table 2). The analyses between the

matrices of relative directional migration pattern from the dif-

ferent sampling stations during the four cruises, and the matri-

ces of oceanographic connectivity (Tables S6 and S7 in

Appendix S1) accentuated the importance of oceanographic

circulation pattern for the genetic structuring of S. marinoi.

Correlation of environmental factors and genetic

distance

The partial Mantel test identified a set of environmental vari-

ables that significantly co-varied with changes in population

structure over the four different cruises (Table S8 in

Appendix S1), but significant variables associated varied
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among the cruises. Salinity emerged as an important variable

associated with the genetic structure during cruise A and D.

SiO4 concentration was significantly correlated with the FST
during the two last cruises.

The global RDA was significant for the first and the last

cruise (Cruise A and D), and for the merged data set including

all stations from all cruises (Table 3). Salinity, Skeletonema cell

density and the spatial matrix (PCNM) (P < 0.05) were

included in the forward selection for Cruise A. The environ-

mental (salinity and Skeletonema cell density) and the spatial

matrices explained ~ 30% each of the variability in the genetic

data (P < 0.01). The E|S and the S|E models for cruise A were

not statistically significant, but the population differentiation

with a split between southern (higher salinity) and northern

(lower salinity) population was evident (Fig. S3a in

Appendix S3). For Cruise D, Skeletonema cell density and the

PCNM were included in the forward selection. Using the vari-

ation partitioning and conditioned analyses, the S matrix in
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Figure 2 (a–h) Hydrographic variables
along the latitudinal transect at each of the

four cruises on a south–north transect in
the Baltic Sea (March 4–7, March 19–22,
April 4–7, April 16–19, 2013) at 8 m depth.
(a) Phytoplankton biomass estimated by

relative chl a fluorescence. (b) Skeletonema

marinoi abundance (91000 cells L�1) (c)
Temperature (°C). (d) Salinity (PSU). (e)

Dissolved organic matter estimated as
relative fCDOM. (f) NO3-NO2

concentration (lM). (g) PO4 concentration
(lM). (h) SiO4 concentration (lM). Data in

(a) and (c–e) are registered by automated
ferry-box system with spatial resolution of

100–200 m along the transect of each
cruise. S. marinoi abundance (b) is based on

microscopic enumerations from the water
samples collected at each of the 9–10
stations per cruise. Data in (f–h) were
obtained from water samples collected by an

automatic sampler at 24 fixed stations per
cruise.
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Cruise D explained ~12% of the variability in the genetic data.

The E|S model was not statistically significant, but a split

between southern (lower cell density) and northern (higher

cell density) population was obvious (Table 3, Fig. S3b in

Appendix S3). For the merged data set, SiO4 concentration

and PCNM were significant in the forward selection. The E|S
model (SiO4) and the S|E model were statistically significant.

The genotypes isolated during the first two cruises grouped

together and were separated from the genotypes isolated dur-

ing the last two cruises. The results indicate that the lower sil-

ica concentrations towards the end of the spring bloom

selected for different genotypes at all stations (Table 3,

Fig. S3c,d in Appendix S3).

DISCUSSION

Until recently it was considered that marine planktonic

organisms are made up of vast populations with unlimited

dispersal potential due to ocean circulation. Here we show

that the Skeletonema marinoi spring bloom within the Baltic

Sea does not consist of a single panmictic population despite

the uninterrupted stretch of several ocean basins. We

detected two significantly differentiated populations delim-

ited in space and separated by correlated physical and envi-

ronmental dispersal barriers. We found a strong signal of

genetic isolation by geographical distance. Lack of oceano-

graphic connectivity obstructing gene flow between distant

locations, and environmental gradients (salinity) along the

Baltic Sea basins, appear to exert a selective pressure that

accentuates genetic differentiation. Our data indicate that the

spatial population structure remained largely stable through-

out the bloom period. However, the depletion of silica dur-

ing the progression of the bloom was related to a shift in the

genetic structure. In response to environmental changes,

local genotypes may be selected for and thus cause temporal

differentiation.

Provided a significant isolation-by-distance effect we

expect that samples collected along a transect consist of a

continuum of distributed individuals over space, in which

populations in remote locations become differentiated by

isolation due to restricted mating probability (Wright, 1943).

A significant correlation between geographical and genetic

distance was indeed indicated in our data at the larger scale;

however, at smaller distances this trend was not as pro-

nounced. In addition, the circulation pattern (not necessarily

associated with distance) and the associated gradient of

hydrographic variables, essential for microalgal growth, also

correlated significantly with the genetic structure. We there-

fore argue that the basis for the observed genetic structure is

more complex than purely a function of distance. The tran-

sect was divided into two genetically differentiated popula-

tions in which the end locations were genetically distant, but

the most important spatial barrier for gene flow was located

between sample locations 3 and 5. This dispersal barrier may

not be geographically fixed, but rather dynamic and depen-

dent on seasonal circulation, for example, cyclonic gyres in

the Arkona and Bornholm Basins during early spring

(Lepp€aranta & Myrberg, 2009). At sampling station 4, two

genetically separated populations over the four cruises were

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00

Mean proportion of cluster membership (K=2)
Cluster 1
Cluster 2

0.77 0.74 0.79 0.52 0.46 0.36 0.22 0.35 0.28 0.25 0.27
0.23 0.26 0.21 0.48 0.54 0.64 0.78 0.65 0.72 0.75 0.73

Figure 3 Genetic clustering of Skeletonema marinoi based on eight microsatellite loci estimated by Bayesian analyses implemented in
structure. Samples 1–11 are groups of strains established from fixed locations pooled from four cruises in the Baltic Sea conducted

during the period March to April, 2013. Assignment of 611 individuals to K = 2 genetically distinguishable clusters. Each individual is
represented by a vertical bar coloured according to the assigned group. Mean proportion of cluster membership for each sampling

station is given below.

Table 2 Correlations between directional relative migration of

Skeletonema marinoi and oceanographic connectivity in the
Baltic Sea. Directional migration from all stations during all four

cruises (Cruise A–D) was tested against connectivity matrices by
Mantel test. Connectivity matrices tested were an average matrix

based on the 2 months (March and April), the two depths (0–
2 m and 10–12 m), and dispersal time of 20 and 30 days;

March 0–2 and 10–12 m at dispersal time 20 and 30 days; April
0–2 m and 10–12 m at dispersal time 20 and 30 days. All

connectivity matrices were based on particles realized from 15
grid cells per station. Correlation coefficients are given as R.

Migration

matrix Connectivity matrix Correlation P

Cruise A–D Average months, depths,

dispersal time

0.50 < 0.001

March, 0–2 m, 20 days 0.15 0.13

March, 10–12 m, 20 days 0.42 < 0.001

March, 0–2 m, 30 days 0.24 0.046

March, 10–12 m, 30 days 0.29 0.02

April, 0–2 m, 20 days 0.26 0.02

April, 10–12 m, 20 days 0.31 0.02

April, 0–2 m, 30 days 0.25 0.047

April, 10–12 m, 30 days 0.43 0.001
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identified. The dispersal model (averaged through 1995–
2002, Fig. 4) supported this, as trajectories seeded from sta-

tions 3 and 5 were not continuous. In addition, the oceano-

graphic matrices did not support retention of cells at station

4 as in the other stations, which prevents the build-up of a

local buffering seed bank (Tahvanainen et al., 2012). Hence,

our data indicate two stable populations; one in the south

and another in the north, and in-between a transition zone

which is seeded by the two populations.

Oceanographic circulation is undoubtedly important for

dispersal and gene flow in marine planktonic organisms

(White et al., 2010). We applied a robust biophysical disper-

sal model based on 8 years of monitoring data, which cap-

tures the inter-annual fluctuations in velocities. The high

resolution of the BaltiX model permitted us to investigate

drift at different depths, duration, and release periods. Thus,

we could identify the dispersal conditions, which best corre-

lated with calculated migration data. In the current and pre-

vious studies we have found that oceanographic connectivity

explains up to 60% of the S. marinoi population genetic

structure (Godhe et al., 2013; Sj€oqvist et al., 2015). This

indicates an important impact of oceanographic circulation

on gene flow, but also that other factors are important for

structuring a phytoplankton bloom. For instance, the Darss

Sill (depth 18 m, Fig. 1b) constitutes a topographic and

oceanographic borderline between Mecklenburg Bight and

the Baltic Proper (HELCOM, 1988). Sampling location 1 and

2 are positioned to the west of the sill, whereas station 3 is

positioned east of it. According to the biophysical model the

dispersal potential traversing the sill was lower than between

the two westernmost stations. Nevertheless, the gene flow

appeared not to be affected by the constraints imposed by

the sill.

The association between the genetic distances and environ-

mental variables highlights that local hydrographic regimes

are also important drivers of population genetic structure, in

addition to spatial distribution and oceanographic circula-

tion. Especially salinity was significantly correlated with lati-

tude and disentangling the effects was problematic. The

salinity gradient across the Baltic Sea explained the genetic

differentiation observed, but only when it was not controlled

for the spatial component. Space by itself was not a strong

explanatory factor either within this data set. Genetic struc-

ture was explained with statistical confidence only when both

salinity and space were included. The explicit effect of lati-

tude per se on genetic population structure has no compre-

hensive biological meaning. It tells us that some factor(s)

that vary across the latitudinal gradient is (are) involved in

driving the differentiation. One such factor could be local

adaptation to a specific salinity regime of the Baltic Sea,

which could restrict gene flow and enhance the correlation

between genetic and geographical distance.

Another important spatial aspect is the presence of local

seed banks of S. marinoi and the strong link between the

benthic and pelagic assemblages that supports local recruit-

ment of vegetative cells (Godhe & H€arnstr€om, 2010).

Oceanographic connectivity estimates, in fact indicate local

seeding along the investigated transect. Local shallow coastal

sites that are well connected to the sampling sites appear as

important sources that may seed the spring bloom (Fig. 4).

On the contrary, resuspension and seeding from the deeper

areas of the Bornholm and Gotland Basins (100–200 m

deep) is unlikely as the permanent pycnocline at 60–80 m

depth prevents mixing of water and transportation of cells to

the euphotic layer. Further, the deep Baltic Sea basins are

permanently anoxic (Diaz & Rosenberg, 2008), which pre-

vent resting stage germination (Lundholm et al., 2011).

When all cruises were analysed by RDA and variation par-

titioning together, a pattern emerged where the populations

from the two-first cruises in March grouped together sepa-

rate from the last two cruises in April. Thus, genetic differ-

ences between populations may emerge over short temporal

Table 3 Results of the global RDA, RDA with forward selection, and variation partitioning analyses estimating the effect of

environmental (E) and spatial (S) components on the genetic distance of Skeletonema marinoi populations in the Baltic Sea. E|S,
environment controlled for space; S|E, space controlled for environment; sal, salinity; cel, Skeletonema cell density; sil, SiO4

concentration; lat, latitude. Significant P-values are in bold. Forward selection and variation partitioning were not performed when the
global model (either space or environment) was not significant.

Cruise A Cruise B Cruise C Cruise D

Cruise

A+B+C+D

Mar 4–7 Mar 19–22 Apr 4–7 Apr 16–19 Mar 4–Apr 19

Global RDA E S E S E S E S E S

R2 0.361 0.300 0.138 0.002 0.221 0.061 0.255 0.409 0.142 0.337

P-value 0.001 0.004 0.275 0.456 0.299 0.160 0.098 0.001 0.021 0.001

Forward selection E S E S E S E S E S

(variables included) (sal, cel) (lat) – – – – (cel) (lat) (sil) (lat)

R2 0.304 0.299 – – – – 0.230 0.376 0.125 0.308

P-value 0.008 0.006 – – – – 0.019 0.002 0.004 0.001

Variation partitioning E|S S|E E|S S|E E|S S|E E|S S|E E|S S|E
R2 0.038 0.034 – – – – �0.023 0.123 0.053 0.236

P-value 0.277 0.309 – – – – 0.816 0.025 0.004 0.001
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scales, that is, a few weeks. This pattern was correlated with

the depletion of silica during the course of the bloom. Silica

concentrations were on average 50% lower during the last

cruise (8.0 lM) compared to the first cruise (16.1 lM).

Growth of diatoms, and the extent of blooms can be depen-

dent on ambient silica concentration (Egge & Aksnes, 1992).

Our data suggest that the Baltic Sea spring bloom consists of

strains with different growth optima, and as the bloom pro-

gresses and the hydrographic conditions change there may be

a shift towards genotypes with specific physiological adapta-

tions to low silica concentrations. Such shifts in genotype

composition imply the presence of diverse phenotypes and

large standing genetic variation in the Baltic S. marinoi pop-

ulations. Indeed, high genotypic diversity was recorded at

every sampling station during each of the four cruises.

Hence, the large genetic diversity observed might be the

result of fluctuating selection and subsequent integration of

different genotypes as the bloom progressed. Nevertheless, as

we have no data on phenotypic traits from the isolated geno-

types, such as silica requirements, this hypothesis remains to

be tested.

We assumed neutrality of the microsatellites used for iden-

tifying the spatio-temporal genetic structure, and therefore

we did not expect to see strong effects of the environment.

Accordingly, the overall outcome of the RDA analyses was

that the environment, that is, spatial and temporal gradients

of salinity and silica, had a significant but weaker effect com-

pared to oceanographic and spatial aspects. However, differ-

ential selection can provide genetic differentiation also in

neutral loci by physical linkage to selected loci (Thibert-

Plante & Hendry, 2010). In organisms with low recombina-

tion rates, which is applicable for diatoms with primarily

vegetative propagation (D’Alelio et al., 2010), a strong selec-

tion pressure may yield even greater effects on linked loci

(Nosil et al., 2009). Also, selection at certain locally adaptive

loci has the effect that immigrants, which lack suitable alleles,

are selected against and that this reduces realized gene flow

and add to differentiation also in neutral loci (Nosil et al.,

2009).

Niche partitioning was recently demonstrated by single-cell

genomics of the prokaryote Prochlorococcus in which a set of

subpopulations had differential fitness and changed their rel-

Figure 4 Map showing results from a
simulation of diatom dispersal within the

studied region in the Baltic Sea based on
current velocities from the BaltiX

circulation model. The colour-coded grid
cells show the sources of simulated algae

that end up at the 11 stations sampled
during the four cruises (one colour for each

station; 1-pink, 2-yellow, 3-blue, 4 green, 5-
magenta, 6-turquoise, 7-red, 8- orange, 9-

green, 10-blue, 11 pink). A grid cell is
colour-coded if at least one trajectory from

that grid cell ended up in the 15 grid cells
representing each sample station. The

simulation showed in the map represents
release in April averaged over the years

1995–2002, and a dispersal duration of
20 days with a drift depth of 0–2 m.
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ative abundance with changing environmental conditions

(Kashtan et al., 2014). Based on our discovery of the tempo-

ral genetic shift during the Baltic Sea diatom spring bloom,

we anticipate that diatom blooms might consist of a

sequence of short-lived subpopulations. If so, each subpopu-

lation may be well adapted to particular hydrographic bloom

conditions and occupy a distinct temporal-hydrographic

niche, which maintain the bloom over longer periods.
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